Fig 1S
1 H and 13 C NMR spectra of compound 1 (CD 3 OD + CDCl 3 , 500MHz).
Fig 2S
1 H and 13 C NMR spectrum of compound 2 (CD 3 OD, 500MHz). The compounds were chosen for their various mechanisms of action to validate the phenotypic assay. They were evaluated at two concentrations corresponding to 2 x and 4 x IC 50 . First observations of the global population were performed including the evaluation of cell density, proportion of mitotic cells and cell death. Then effects on interphasic and mitotic cells labelled for -tubulin, -tubulin and DNA were evaluated.
In the column "phases", the underlined term corresponds to the predominant phase in the mitotic population.
Topo=topoisomerase, PM=prometaphase, M=metaphase, Lc= lagging chromosomes (1 
